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BIRTHDAY PARTY– PRIVATE FESTIVITY 

FOR MEMBERS ONLY 

The member .............................................................   of the indoor skate park Vanja (designated hereafter as „Vanja“), 

membership card No. ..........., desires to use the facilities of the skate park for an event / a festivity, such as a birthday, 

name-day party etc. (please indicate)  ......................................................., which is planned for the _____________ , 

lasting from ________  until  _________ hours. 

The number of participants / guests will be around ________ persons. (max. number of participants: 50 persons) 

The use of the following additional facilities is desired: 

      Sound-system  (cost: CHF 300.-)   YES ____   NO ______     Fridge  (free of charge)   YES _____  NO _____ 

The keys will be handed over by the park’s president  (mob.: 078 7555849)  on the __________, at ____________ 

1. We will place our own attendants / janitors at your disposal. You’ll have to pay them CHF 15.- / per hour. 

Please understand that one attendant / janitor is to be employed for 20 participants each. 

2. Do you plan to use our barbecue grills?   YES _____  NO _____      If yes, please tell us in advance, as you 

need our permit to consume food on the skate park’s premises. 

3. Smoking is strictly prohibited inside the indoor park, including corridors, scales und toilets. Likewise it is 

not allowed to bring along alcoholic beverages. You also have to firmly guarantee us that drugs will not be 

used inside the park and on its premises. 

Any violation of those obligations shall be reported without delay to the respective authorities; and bear in 

mind that by filling in and signing this form you accept full responsibility of such actions already now. 

4. Should there be minors among the participants, we require a written declaration of consent from the 

parents, stating their approval that their kids take part in the festivity. You’ll have to bring along such a 

declaration on the day the keys will be handed over. Please do not forget as well to insert the exact times 

when the event will start and when it will end into the present form.  

5. Concerning eventual damage to the park’s facilities, we also require a copy of your personal third party 

insurance covering such type of damage. In any case all kinds of damages we may find out about after the 

event has taken place, must be responded for by you at your full expense. 

6. It is strictly forbidden to issue tickets for the festivity and to charge for them, so that other visitors than 

yourselves may gain access to Vanja’s facilities. 

7. All of the skate park’s facilities and its premises have to be turned over to us in an clean, tidy  and orderly 

state until 14:00 the following day at the latest. In what concerns the garbage bags and their disposal, you 

have to personally take care of that once the festivity / party has ended. Should you desire us to take care 

of cleaning and tidying, you may choose that option below at the stated cost.  



8. The fee per evening (for using Vanja’s facilities for birthday parties and similar activities) amounts to: 

a) CHF 10.- per person, with the cleaning and tidying done by yourself,  attendants / janitors not 

included. 

b) CHF 10.- per person + CHF 100.- for cleaning and tidying up by Vanja’s staff, attendants / janitors 

not included. 

I choose option  a) ______ or   b) _______ 

The total sum has to be transferred to Vanja’s account 5 days in advance by using the supplied money 

order form.  

9. We take care of notifying your festivity to the local authorities and will provide the necessary permit 

should one be required. The original document stays with the custodian / president, you will get a copy 

thereof. Don’t forget to bring it along when arriving for the festivity.  

10. Since the planned event is a private festivity / party, you may choose the times as you wish, but please 

keep in mind to turn down the volume of the music after 22:00 in such a manner that it cannot cause a 

disturbance outside the premises of the skate park. 

11. Should you wish to take beverages from our bar, we will supply them for the prices stated on our price-list 

found at Vanja’s bar. 

YES  _______  we would like to have beverages    NO ______ we will bring them along ourselves. 

(Glass bottles are not allowed) Irrespective of what beverages you intend to use, they have to distributed 

to the participants under the control of our attendants / janitors.  

12. The ramps have to be covered with protective foil for the whole duration of the festivity at your expense.  

We would like to ask you to confirm the points above and to add further requirements, should such arise. 

We hope you may like our place and decide to come back with your friends another time. Our team thanks you in 

advance for having chosen Vanja for your festivity / party. By supporting our association you help the charity we care a 

lot for: „One glass of milk for Hanga“ in Tanzania, Africa. Vanja in person always desired to help people in need, and 

we would like to continue his mission with our association. 

„Now you are also part of his noble desire“ 

Name and Surname:  ________________________________________________________________________ 

Address and telephone number:  ______________________________________________________________ 

I have read and understood all of the above, my signature: __________________________________________ 

Parent’s or legal representative’s signature:____________________________________ 

For the skate park Vanja:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

Ascona, date  ___________________ 


